
 Valid from 02/22/2021 
  Update based on the epidemic situation 
   

   
 

 
Applies to teachers and students 

 

Students Lectures, seminars, 
theoretical 
exercises 

Practical and  
clinical teaching 

Exams State exams 

1. - 4. ZL, DM DISTANCE FORM - 

1. - 3. F, VZ (Bc.) 
1. - 2. Oš (Bc.) 

DISTANCE FORM - 

1. - 2. F, VZ (Mgr.) DISTANCE FORM - 

1. - 5. VL, GM 
6. GM 

DISTANCE FORM COMBINED FORM 

 

 Students Lectures, seminars, 
theoretical teaching 

Practical  
and clinical 

teaching 

Exams State exams 

6. VL DISTANCE FORM PRESENCE FORM - PRESENCE FORM 

5. - 6. ZL, DM DISTANCE FORM  PRESENCE FORM PRESENCE FORM PRESENCE FORM 

3. Oš DISTANCE FORM PRESENCE FORM PRESENCE FORM - 

 

When accessing teaching in the presence form at the beginning of each teaching week, the student is obliged 
to prove to the teacher by a negative antigen or PCR test not older than 48 hours. 

The students will arrange the testing themselves at MOM (mobile sampling site) on the day of the beginning 
of the lesson or during the weekend before the start of the full-time teaching. The validity of the negative 
test for the purposes of full-time teaching is a maximum of 7 days. 

 An exception to testing for COVID-19 is a student who: 
-  overcame COVID-19 infection and no more than 3 months have elapsed since the date of confirmation of 

positivity, 
-  has been vaccinated against COVID-19 with two doses of vaccine and a minimum of 14 days have 

elapsed since the second dose. 

A student who, due to serious health reasons, is unable to attend full-time teaching will notify the teacher 
and the study department by e-mail, no later than on the day of teaching. 



TEACHING - EXCLUSIVELY IN DISTANCE FORM4.

Distance form

2 m

Distance form

Distance form

Distance formDistance form

LECTURES

PRACTICALS

CLINICAL TEACHING

DISINFECTION

EXAMS

FACE MASKS FFP2

DISTANCE

SEMINARS

(in all areas)

(at the entrance
and exit of the room)



TEACHING - COMBINED FORM3.

Distance form

determines
the department
(max. 5 people)

determines
the department
(max. 5 people)

2 m

(max. 5 people)

Distance form

LECTURES

PRACTICALS

CLINICAL TEACHING

DISINFECTION

EXAMS

FACE MASKS FFP2

DISTANCE

SEMINARS

(in all areas)

(at the entrance
and exit of the room)
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